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 Center for Development and Strategy 
Business Plan 

 
1.0 Executive Summary: 
The Center for Development and Strategy was founded in May of 2014 as a way for 

undergraduates, graduates, and recent graduates to publish the research they’ve 

created in or out of class. The idea is simple: promote the thought, discussion, and 

publication of development research on the local, national, and global levels. CDS is 

a non-partisan, student-run think tank focused on delivering rigorous research on 

development strategy. It is international and has members spread throughout the 

United States and Canada. 

 

CDS’s scope is within human, economic, and political development. Research 

published by the Center can be on any level, from local community projects, to 

greater global endeavors.  

 

In today’s world, information and research are at the center of success for any 

organization. Research is about collaborative thinking to create pragmatic new 

ideas and products. The value of obtaining research experience is high, and today, 

students throughout the world are recognizing the importance of citing a publication 

on their resume. As businesses, non-profits, and governments use more research 

to maximize their reach and potential, students increasingly need to come equipped 

with the proper know-how to create quality research. 
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However, there’s currently a gap between the research students create in or out of 

class and the publication of that new knowledge. Students often don’t have the 

resources or knowledge about getting involved with research and its publication. 

 

Currently, there is only one student-run think tank in the United States – The 

Roosevelt Institute Campus Network. However, the Roosevelt Institute serves as 

mainly a politically progressive organization, which not only publishes student’s 

work, but also serves as an advocacy group to local, state, and federal 

governments. Contrasted to the Roosevelt Institute, the Center for Development 

and Strategy is non-partisan in nature and does not seek to advocate on the behalf 

of any specific ideological group. Along this line, CDS will not lobby public officials 

or seek to enact any specific legislation.  

 

CDS’s mission is to provide students worldwide with a voice of knowledge about 

facilitating the development of human society. It does this without any specific 

ideological perspective and is largely objective towards the views of its members 

and staff. 

 

2.0 Website and Infrastructure: 
The Center for Development and Strategy’s main infrastructure is its website, 

www.thinkcds.org. The website will be used for the publication of journals, blogs, 

and media, will be used to promote the brand and identity of the Center for 

Development and Strategy, will be used to form partnerships with various other 
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political and non-political organizations, and will also help facilitate the everyday 

functions of the think tank.  

2.1 Design and Capabilities: 
The website, www.thinkcds.org, is hosted on DreamHost (owned by New Dream 

Network, LLC) for $119.40 per year. In addition, the website domain costs $9.95 

per year and is also under contract from DreamHost. The theme for the website 

was purchased from ThemeTrust.com, a WordPress theme design company, for 

roughly $75.00. Banners, content, media, and graphics will be designed by the 

Founder and Executive Director of CDS, David Harary.  

 

The website will host the official publications under CDS’s journal and blog, as well 

as provide a variety of other functions. This includes a form for which students can 

become Researchers (members) and pay a $10.00 fee through PayPal Express, a 

form for which students can apply to become Staff Members, a page listing the 

current university chapters CDS operates in, pages providing detailed information 

about the Staff, Editorial Board, and general operations of the think tank, widgets 

that integrate CDS’s social media pages, and a page listing current partners of the 

think tank.  

 

3.0 Process and Benefits of Becoming a 
Researcher: 
Students who want to get involved with research on development issues will have 

easy access to a community of like-minded peers. This will provide students with a 
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vast network of connections throughout the world, access to publishing, and 

tutorials on the procedure, process, and operation of conducting quality research.  

 
3.1 Process: 
Students at any accredited College or University throughout the globe will fill out a 

form on thinkcds.org to become a Researcher. While filling this form out, they will 

be directed to PayPal where they will login and pay $10.00. They will then be 

redirected back to thinkcds.org where they will receive a message of confirmation. 

3.2 Benefits: 
Researchers will primarily benefit through access to publishing in the main Journal 

and blog of the Center for Development and Strategy. In addition, however, 

students will be given access to the wide network of professionals conducting 

similar research throughout the globe. In addition, tutorials on the research process 

will help provide professional guidance and education. CDS may also create both 

chapter and greater organizational events for which only Researchers can 

participate in.  

 

4.0 Organizational Structure: 
The Center for Development and Strategy will be composed of two main bodies: 

Headquarters and Chapters.  

 

4.1 Headquarters: 
The Headquarters of CDS will be comprised of the General Staff Members who run 

the daily operations, finances, human resources, communications, external 

relations, and products of the think tank, as well as the Board of Advisors, a group 
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of highly qualified professionals and academics who have had extensive experience 

with either start-ups, academic research, or policy. General Staff Members will be 

comprised of student volunteers from a variety of Universities and Colleges, 

although will be primarily involved with students from both the State University of 

New York at Buffalo and the University of Toronto as CDS’s Headquarters will be 

based out of Buffalo, New York and Toronto, Canada. Appendix 1: 

Organizational Structure shows the structure of the Staff. 

 
4.1.1 Operations: 
The Operations Board will manage the general operations of CDS. The 

Operations Board will include the Executive Director, the Director of 

Operations, a Manager of Business Development (especially in the start-up 

phase), as well as any other positions deemed necessary.  

 
4.1.2 Editorial Board 
The Editorial Board will handle the publications and blog of the Center for 

Development and Strategy. Both the Editor-in-Chief as well as a Manager of 

Publications will manage it. A staff of student Editors will undergo a review 

process for each research and blog submission sent in by members.  

 
4.1.3 Financial Resources: 
The Financial Resources Board will handle the finances of the Center for 

Development and Strategy. The ‘Director of Financial Resources’ as well as 

any underlying managers beneath him or her will manage this board. 

Finances will be used primarily for the website, thinkcds.org, as well as 
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stipends for General Staff Members who are officially Volunteers with the 

Center. 

4.1.4 Human Resources: 
Human resources of the Center for Development and Strategy will be 

handled by the Human Resources Board. This board will be managed by the 

‘Director of Human Resources’ as well as any underlying managers beneath 

him or her. The HR staff will review applications for the General Staff and will 

manage a membership database for the Center.  

 
4.1.5 Communications: 
The Communications Board will manage all marketing, press relations, and 

communications for CDS. It will be run by the Director of Communications, a 

Manager of Social Media, a Manager of Membership Outreach, and any 

other positions deemed to be necessary. 

 
4.1.6 External Relations: 
The External Relations Board will establish and manage partnerships, 

maintain relationships with the chapters of CDS, and recruit and maintain 

relationships with members of the Board of Advisors. It will be run by the 

Director of External Relations, a Manager of Chapter Relations, and any 

other position deemed to be necessary.  

4.1.7 Technology and Engineering: 
The Technology and Engineering Board of CDS will oversee the 

maintenance and data analysis of thinkcds.org, as well as bring any new 

forms of technology, such as mobile phone applications, into production for 

use by the members of the Center. It will be run by the Director of 
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Technology and Engineering, as well as any other position deemed to be 

necessary. 

 
 
4.2 Chapters: 
Student Researchers of the Center for Development and Strategy can come from 

any accredited University or College throughout the world. When a student 

becomes a Researcher from a University or College that does not already have any 

student Researchers, a new Chapter is formed. These chapters may or may not 

take a formal structure, which is outlined in the Constitution. Chapters may hold 

their own events and programming, in addition to hosting their own social media, 

websites, publications, and research tutorials.  

 

5.0 Enterprise: 

The Center for Development and Strategy will apply for status of being a tax-

exempt nonprofit organization, or 501(c)(3) for short, with New York State in the 

upcoming months. This will be conducted by the Operations Board of CDS, which 

includes the Executive Director, Director of Operations, and the Manager of 

Business Development.  

 

The Center for Development and Strategy will formulate an Articles of Incorporation 

and proper bylaws. Currently, CDS already has this business plan and a full 

constitution. The Manager of Business Development under the Operations Board 

will primarily handle general business and enterprise development for CDS. The 
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Director of Operations, and thereafter the Executive Director, will oversee this 

process.  

 

After writing both the Articles of Incorporation and bylaws, CDS will file a Certificate 

of Incorporation with the Department of State, Division of Corporations, State 

Records, & UCC in New York State. This will cost CDS a total of $125.00 plus any 

applicable taxes required by Section 180 of the Tax Law. CDS will legally adopt the 

name, ‘Center for Development and Strategy, Inc.’ 

 

After the corporate existence has begun, an organization meeting of CDS will be 

held for the purpose of adopting by-laws, electing directors and transacting any 

other business. 

 

Next, CDS will file for a Federal Tax ID Number, or employer identification number 

(EIN). The application will be submitted online at this link: 

https://sa.www4.irs.gov/modiein/individual/index.jsp 

 

Next, CDS will develop a financial structure, a budget, a record-keeping system, 

and an accounting system with a certified public accountant (CPA).  

 

Next, CDS will file for Federal and State/Local tax-exempt status as a private 

charity. This will be done by filling out Form 1023 or Form 1024. As part of this, 
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CDS will submit financial statements for both the current year as well as the next 

two (2) years. Form 2848 may be submitted if an attorney is designated with power.  

 

5.1 Logo: 
The logo of the Center for Development and Strategy was designed in-house by the 

Founder and Executive Director, David Harary. The logo represents the ‘building 

blocks of development’ and is meant to signify the unison of human capital for one 

common cause: the development of human society. The Operations Board of CDS 

will apply for this logo to be a registered servicemark. Until then, the logo will be 

used with an overlying ‘℠’, signifying unregistered servicemark status. 

The following image is the official logo of the Center for Development and Strategy: 

 

 
6.0 Partnerships and Strategic Alliances: 
The Center for Development and Strategy will form partnerships and strategic 

alliances with various organizations throughout the world. Typically, these 

organizations will have a mission that is similar in nature to that of CDS. In addition, 

these partnerships and alliances will be forged to unite a common goal or interest. 

 

In September of 2014, CDS formally partnered with both Global Risk Insights and 

Rights in Writing. Global Risk Insights provides expert political risk analysis. Their 
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aim is to analyze how global political events are impacting economic & business 

climates. Rights in Writing is a student-run organization based out of the University 

of Toronto which publishes both a blog and a journal called The Charter: Journal of 

Human Rights. 

 

CDS may re-publish the work and writings its partners create. The Director of 

External Relations will monitor re-publishing opportunities, while the Editorial Board 

will review all incoming work.  

 
7.0 Publications and Blogs: 
The Center for Development and Strategy will create one or multiple journals in 

addition to running a blog. While the journals will be published on thinkcds.org in 

PDF format, blog posts will be hosted directly on the website.  

 

The first journal CDS will publish on a biannual basis will be the ‘Student Journal of 

Development and Strategy’. 

 

As a part of Headquarters, the Editorial Board will be composed of highly qualified 

students who have had extensive research experience in the past. Members on this 

Board are expected to have diverse backgrounds and interests, and can come 

from any University/College and field.  
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Research and blog submissions will be uploaded by members through a form on 

thinkcds.org. The Editorial Board will then go through a peer-reviewing process for 

each submission. This process will be absolutely thorough in the use of proper 

grammar, spelling, sentence structure, ethics, and plagiarism. In addition CDS’s 

Board of Advisors will provide guidance and support for the Editorial Board’s 

reviewing process.  

 

Each publication under the Center for Development and Strategy will be 

copyrighted and assigned an International Standard Serial Number, or ISSN, 

through the United States Library of Congress.  

 

Appendix I I I  shows an example timeline of each publication: 
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Appendix I Organization Structure of Staff: 
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Appendix II Publication Timeline: 
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Appendix III Founder’s Resume:  
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Education!
State!University!of!New!York!at!Buffalo!(UB)!
B.A.$with$Global$Distinction,$Triple$Major$in$Economics,$Geography,$and$International$Trade$!

! GPA:!3.32!–!Class!of!2015!–!Economics!GPA:!3.39!|!Geography!GPA:!3.77!|!International!Trade!GPA:!3.77!
Work!Experience!
United!States!Department!of!State!–!Embassy!of!the!United!States!in!Tokyo! Tokyo,!Japan!
eIntern$ $ $ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! September!2014!–!Current!
! Researches!the!dynamics!of!food!loss,!proposes!policy!responses!for!the!United!States!and!Japan!to!pursue!

LandscapeLbased!Environmental!System!Analysis!and!Modeling!Laboratory! Buffalo,!New!York!
Research$Assistant$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ September!2014!–!Current!
! Conducts!economic!costRbenefit!analysis!to!model!the!environment!under!the!PEOPLES!Resilience!Framework!project!

Just!for!Kids!Before!and!After!School!Program! ! ! ! ! Buffalo,!New!York!
Team$Leader! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! August!2014!–!Current!
! Implements!engaging!science!activities,!responsible!for!providing!supervision!of!children!in!a!structured!environment!

Center!for!Development!and!Strategy! ! ! ! ! ! Buffalo,!New!York!
Founder$&$Executive$Director$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ July!2014!–!Current!
! Laid!the!foundation!and!successfully!launched!www.thinkcds.org,!lead!author!of!the!business!plan!and!constitution!
! Manages!a!staff!of!13!college!students,!established!two!partnerships!and!five!chapters!between!the!U.S.,!Canada,!and!U.K.!

National!Aeronautics!and!Space!Administration!(NASA)!–!Headquarters!! Washington,!D.C.!
Outreach$Intern$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ June!2014!–!September!2014!
! Reviewed!and!made!recommendations!for!program!communications!plans!under!HEOMD,!including!the!International!

Space!Station!(ISS),!Orion!Spacecraft!program,!Space!Launch!System!(SLS),!and!the!Commercial!Crew!Program!
AudioNow®! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Washington,!D.C.!
Research$Associate$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ June!2014!–!August!2014!
! Lead!the!development!of!marketing!presentations!for!over!2,000!client!radio!stations!spread!across!the!globe!

Public!Citizen!–!Global!Trade!Watch!! ! ! ! ! ! Washington,!D.C.! !
Global$Trade$Intern$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ May!2014!–!August!2014!
! Collaborated!with!staff!on!research!concerning!multilateral!free!trade!agreements,!grassroots!organizing,!media!

outreach,!and!worked!with!U.S.!and!international!nonRgovernmental!organizations!in!the!Washington!D.C.!metro!area!
! Supported!staff!lobbying!efforts!on!Capitol!Hill!and!attended!White!House!and!Congressional!committee!hearings!

Food!Systems!Planning!and!Healthy!Communities!Lab!–!UB! ! ! Buffalo,!New!York!
Economic$Research$Assistant$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ August!2012!–!May!2014!
! Created!research!under!the!‘Growing!Food!Connections’!project,!a!$3.96!million!federally!funded!grant!by!the!USDA,!

using!planning!and!public!policy!to!connect!farm!viability!with!food!access!throughout!the!United!States!
! Lead!and!wrote!the!literature!review!for,!‘food!venue!choice!theory’,!concerning!behavioral!economics!and!planning!

U.S.!House!of!Representatives!–!Office!of!Congressman!Joseph!P.!Kennedy!III! Newton,!Massachusetts!
Congressional$Intern! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! July!2013!–!August!2013!
! Designed!and!marketed!Congressman!Kennedy’s!2013!‘STEM!Tour’!including!social!media!and!signage!campaigns!

Massachusetts!House!of!Representatives!–!Office!of!Rep.!Carolyn!C.!Dykema! Boston,!Massachusetts!
Legislative$Intern$ $ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! April!2013!–!August!2013!
! Led!a!multifaceted!team!of!policymakers!to!move!forward!the!proposal!of!a!new!agricultural!grant!program!!
! Researched,!wrote,!and!established!legislation!in!the!Commonwealth,!attended!committee!hearings!and!briefings!

Publications!
Harary,!David.!“Hunger!is!an!Issue!for!the!Global!Economy.”!Web!blog!post.!www.thinkcds.org.!Center!for!Development!and!

Strategy,!10!August.!2014.!Web.!!
Leadership!&!Professional!Organizations!!
College!of!Arts!and!Sciences,!University!at!Buffalo!
College1Ambassador! ! Sept.!2013!–!Current!

Department!of!Geography,!University!at!Buffalo!
Student1Representative11 Sept.!2013!–!Current!

Undergraduate!Geography!Association!
President1&1Founder$ $ Sept.!2012!–!Current!

UB!Student!Association!
Senator1 1 Sept.!2014!–!Current!
Assemblyman! ! Sept.!2011!–!Sept.!2012!

United!Synagogue!Youth!!
International1General1Board$ Feb.!2010!–!Jan.!2011!
President$–1Natick1Chapter$ May!2010!–!May!2012

Awards!&!Scholarships!
J.!Scott!Fleming!Scholarship!|!Exemplary!Leader!Award!(nominated)!|!UB!Pillars!of!Leadership!Medal!(awarded!twice)!
Computer!Software!Proficiencies!!

! Microsoft!Office!Suite;!ESRI!ArcGIS!10.x;!ESRI!GeoCommons;!Adobe!Creative!Suite!Systems;!Rattle!GUI!for!R!data!mining!

DAVID C. HARARY 
69!Anne!Marie!Drive,!Holliston,!MA!01746!
davidhar@buffalo.edu!"!(508)!785R5464!

!


